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FIGURE S1. Images of 300 Tanzanian Aradidae submitted for DNA barcoding.
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Parameters

- Records included: All records
- Filter image by orientation: None
- Aspect ratio: Skew
- Sort by: None

Results Summary

- Total records: 300

Re-render images: 4 per row

300 Records Per Page - Pages: 1
FIGURE S2. Neighbour joining clustering of 209 Tanzanian Aradidae, for which DNA barcodes of >200bp were obtained using the online BOLD tree-building engine and Kimura 2 parameter.
Title : Tree Result - Search: Sample IDs; Seq Length(201 bp) (209 records returned) (209 records selected)
Date : 15-Mar-2018
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Marker : COI-5P
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Sequence Count : 209
Species count : 7
Genus count : 7
Family count : 1
Unidentified : 171
BIN Count : 64